
FLOATING CRANE LIFTS �� TON HARBOUR CRANE

T
he magnificent sight of a floating crane lifting a 
harbour crane is always something spectacular 
and the recent removal of the El Dock harbor 

crane for Elgin, Brown and Hamer was yet another one 
of these magnificent sights. 

“Whenever we do a lift in the harbour there is 
always a lot of details that need to be taken into 
consideration, as well as the environmental 
factors that contribute heavily on the lift,” says 
Vaughan Bilson, Heavy Lift Solutions Manager.” 

 Special planning was taken into consideration for 
this job as the tide had to be perfect in order for the lift to 
take place.  “Not only do the general weather 
conditions impact the lift, but the tide plays a huge part 
in a lift such as this. The tide had to be perfect so that 
that El Dock harbor crane was at its lowest position in 
order for us to get the floating crane to the desired lift 
height, the job went very well and was well executed by 
the Heavy Rigging team, Avikar and Naushad,”  says 
Vaughan. 

 The El Dock Harbour Crane was lifted and relocated 
to the EBH yard for repairs. 
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Fueled By Lovemore Bros, Team IyazulaTakes  Hope And 

Dignity Children During The Put Foot Rally To Under-Privileged 

W
ith a mission of giving young under-privileged 

children "Hope, Pride and Dignity" through the 

gift of a pair of brand new, 100% leather 

school shoes, the Put Foot Foundation and annual Put 

Foot Rally travels to 5 countries on an epic road trip 

adventure to give back.

This year Lovemore Bros sponsored fuel for Team 

Iyazula's journey through the likes of countries such as 

South Afr ica, Namibia, Zambia, Malawi and 

Mozambique.

“This was an exciting initiate the touches thousands 

of children in Africa and it was an initiative that we were 

very excited to be a part of,” says Rob Lovemore.

Team Iyazula, which means 'to Wander', raised 

money for the Tashinga Initiative, a wildlife protection 

foundation, over and above the Put Foot Foundation's 

initiative of handing school shoes out.  

“The thought that we have been able to help so 

many more worthy causes than we initially set out to, is 

truly heart-warming and could not have been achieved 

without Lovemore Bros! Team Iyazula is so grateful and 

throughout our trip, on a number of occasions, we 

raised our glasses to everyone who was able to 

support us in supporting these charities,” says Kirsty 

Gibbings from Team Iyazula.

Team Iyazula raised a total of R49 000 

that was given various charities that 

they supported during this adventure.
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Sahara Cricket Stadiums  Iconic Sunfoil Bottle
Moves To Pietermaritzburg

 “The job was very well planned and executed by 
Lovemore Bros. There was some difficulty as the centre 
of gravity could not be confirmed prior to the lift hence 
adjustments had to be made based on trial and error. 
These adjustments were well managed and handled by 
Lovemore Bros. Overall, a very satisfactory outcome,” 
says Kevin Moodley Project Manager from EBH.

 Elgin Brown & Hamer (EBH South Africa) is a ship 
repairs company with nearly 140 years of experience. 
EBH South Africa provides the international shipping 
industry as well as the oil and gas sector with a full in-
house service in all aspects of ship repair through its 
operations in Durban, Cape Town, East London and its 
sister company, EBH Namibia in Walvis Bay. EBH 
South Africa offers a dedicated team of employees 
focused on superior quality, service and safety, 
provided by skilled craftsmen as well as an extensive 
network of experienced subcontractors. This ensures 
efficient ship repairs, conversion and new construction 
projects

he 8.8m high and 2.8m wide fibreglass Sunfoil 

Tbottle, has been an inconic feature for cricket fans 
at the Sahara Cricket Stadium.  The bottle which is 

an exact replica of the Sunfoil 2l  bottle of oil, was 
custom made by Powerbrand Signs and Graphics for 
Willowton Group, and has now been moved to a new 
location in Pietermaritzburg.

  “We moved the fibreglass bottle from where it was 
placed on a slab on an embankment onto a transporter 
to be transported to Pietermaritzburg,” says Wesley 
Thompson, Local Rigging Manager

 With an extensive portfolio, PowerBrands can 
professionally do the most basic signage such as 
promotional branding and vehicle branding to large 
scale stadium branding, event  branding to bus wraps.  
PowerBrands is contracted to the Sahara Cricket 
Stadium to do all their stadium signage, including the 
building of this massive, multi fibreglass Sunfoil bottle.

“We were 100% happy with the job the 
Lovemore Bros Local Rigging team did; 
they really did a great job under tough 
conditions.” Shaun Larkan, Technical 
Consultant for PowerBrands.

 With their success attributed to excellent and long 
lasting relationship with their clients and their team of 
dedicated and talented employees, PowerBrand Signs 

and Graphics is a family run business that has been 
established since 2005.  They have grown to be a 
significant entity in the sign manufacturing industry in 
Southern Africa and pride themselves on having a team 
of determined individuals, committed to delivering top 
quality signage solutions on time and on budget to their 
valued clients. 

vaughn@lovemore.co.za

wesley@lovemore.co.za

Eight �� Ton Transformers  To Substations Safely Moved

“We were very happy with the job the Lovemore 
Bros team did. The Lovemore Bros team 
worked well with our team to make sure the two 
transformers were removed safely as well as 
the new transformers rigged into place safety 
so that our team could do the installation,” 
Eugene Moodely, Senior Technician for 
Reliance Projects. 

 With a mission to achieve and maintain a reputation 
of leadership in quality, Reliance Projects has been in 
the Electrical contracting and consulting industry for 
almost 20 years, and pride themselves in the highest 
quality and integrity to meet customers' needs. 

“The biggest challenge to moving these transformers 
was the limited space onsite, the sensitivity of the 
transformers and the limited time frame to get the 
transformers offloaded and positioned. However, with 
the experienced Heavy Rigging Team, headed up by 
Avikar and Naushad and our specialised equipment, 
the job was done safely and on time,” says Shane 
Hawyes, Heavy Rigging Manager. 

 The old 50 ton transformers had to be jacked up, 
put on rails and rigged out. “Due to restricted 
space, the new 30 MVA Transformers had to be 
offloaded by our hydraulic gantry, rotated on a 
specially designed turntable and rigged into 
positions with rails,” says Shane.

W
ith over a 100 years combined experience, the 
Reliance Projects team are specialists in 
power transformers maintenance, repairs and 

installation.

 Lovemore Bros was recently contracted by Reliance 
Projects to remove old transformers from the Clermont 
and Ntuzuma Substation and move new transformers 
to various other substations around Durban.

 

shane@lovemore.co.za
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